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Dedication
To the Almighty God - The Father, God the Son, God the

Holy Spirit. I proclaim You as the Source of my life and being.

To all those who cherish quality education,work hard to attain it,
and make it accessible to others.

To my alma mater, Ogun State University (now Olabisi
Onaban]o University) whose (divine) establishment and take-

off did not allow me to rot away intellectually.

Lang\ ge Language Education and Communication in
N' ra , R I't'Iger\a: Dreams and ea lies
The Vi'ce Chancellor,
Deput4i Vice Chancellor,
The R~gistrar,
The B~rsar,
The U~rarian,
ProVO~tof postgraduate School,
Provo~ts of Colleges,
Dean~ of Faculties, Heads of Departments and Directors,
Distinr;uished Professors, Senior and academic colleagues,
My Teachers, Mentors, most especially Prof A. Dada and Prof C. A.
Oked~ra, here present,
Distinr;uished colleagues and friends from other universities,
Colleagues from ELTAN and NATRESL professional/ academic families,
Your 12xcellencies and Royal Highnesses here present,
My Family Members - Jibowos, Akindeindes, Oluyemis, Kukus,
Olukuades and the Akhimiens here present,
Your Lordship Spiritual and Temporal,
Gentlemen of the Press,
OSU/OOU Alumni here present, .• "
Students: Undergraduates, Postgraduates and the upcoming ones,
Ladies and Gentlemen.

Preamble
I stand today before this distinguished audience first to publicly
show my unreserved appreciation to the Almighty God by whose
divine arrangement I am what I am. This was a girl who ordinarily
would not have gone beyond the Primary School education. I was
born into a loving and humble family and the third of the four
survWing children. The four of us (three girls and a boy) were
enrolled into Primary school quite alright. Our eldest was able to
proc@~d beyond that, the second was not and the third- I was
perc@lved to be too sharp to be allowed to proceed to secondary,
schoDI. It was a period when Girl-Child education was not $0 much
encOUraged. So, without my awareness, my father had been



persuaded not to 'waste' his money sending me to secondary
school because I would get pregnant along the way. That advice
truncated my ambition of proceeding further for three years .
Notwithstanding, my zeal for secondary education was. intact. By
1971, with the help of a relation, Mr. Isola Sobowale, who assisted
me in keeping the money made through the jobs I did, Iwas able to
pay ten shillings for both the admission form and deposit (Ten
pounds) into a secondary school in Yaba, Lagos. My parents were
surprised and challenged. They thereafter decided to sponsor my
education henceforth. This they did up to my University education.
Vice Chancellor Sir, Ladies and Gentlemen, on the day of my 1st

convocation at the University, my father made a statement thus:
'Adejoke, ma tele e de unifasiti yen leni, nitori ti 0 ba je pe enia 10
npin iru oore bayi, won ko ni pin kan mi' That is: Adejoke, I will go
with you to that university today, because if it were human beings
distributing degrees, I would never have been considered. Both
he and. my mother (now late) with other family members and
relations joyfully attended the ceremony. The points in this,
Chairman, Ladies and Gentlemen, are:

1. Be careful how you advise or counsel especially on
someone's future and,

2. Nothing, I believe, can stop what God has ordained but one
must persist and pursue any good and worthy goal. It takes
two to tango. If they said I would get pregnant in the course of
my secondary school education and by God's grace I did not,
though there were temptations all around, it shows that each of
us has a responsibility in determining whose counsel or advice
stands in our lives.

My career in English Language Education and
Communication- Reminiscences
Mr. Vice Chancellor Sir, again permit me to say that all my life is
nothing but God's divine arrangement. I studied English
Language Education at the undergraduate, because I had inner

IJ.~1•[t

passion for good expression and communication ability. So, at the
interview panel headed by the Pioneer Vice Chancellor of this
University, Prof. J. Olubi Sodipo (late), I was asked which was my
department in Education. I had to describe my inner passion for
Language and Communication. And the Chairman asked "whose
department is that?" The then Mr. Niyi Benedict (now Prof. Niyi
Benedict) indicated that I would fit into the Department of
Curriculum Studies and Instructional Technology (CS IT). That was
how I became the first Graduate Assistant, English Language
Education staff in a department headed by Educational
Technologist, Science Education gurus, Adult Education specialist
and Social Studies Education expert. I must say here Sir, that I
had serious challenges but I was thoroughly groomed through the
CSIT Dept. It took me a lot of rigors to get my bearings among
colleagues and superiors whose academic specializations differ
(in content) from mine. Nevertheless, God still made His way
through and gave me a chair in Language Education in the very
same department. Thanks to Him.
This makes the 74th Inaugural Lecture in the Ogun State/Olabisi
Onabanjo University, 15th in the Faculty 'of Education, 2nd in the
Department of Arts and Social Sciences Education (ASSED) but
the 1st in Language Education in the' (OSU/OOU) University - All
glory be to the Lord God, the IAM THAT IAM.
At my postgraduate level, the divine arrangement again led me to
the Language Unit of the Teacher Education, University of Ibadan.
I was particularly taught and mentored by Prof. Ayorinde Dada (he
supervised thoroughly my M.Ed, in the area of Error Analysis). Prof
C. A. Okedara (Mama Okedara she became to me), took over my
work which Prof. Dada started. Prof. Okedara and her family, also
accepted me as they would their direct relation. Prof. Okedara
painstakingly supervised my Ph.D. The gift (a book) she gave me
on the day of my Ph.D. defence became a vital source of updates
and relevance in my subsequent publications in the field of English
Language Education and Communication skills. I thank you, sir
and ma.

.' I



,
LANGUAGE, LANGUAGE EDUCATION AND

COMMUNICATION IN NIGERIA:
DREAMS AND REALITIES

1.0 The country called Nigeria
Nigeria is a country comprising thirty-six states, one Federal Capital
Territory (Abuja) and six geo-political zones, which are further divided
into 774 Local Government Areas (LGAs). She gained independence
from the United Kingdom on 1SI October 1960, and became a Republic on
October 1 1963. Nigeria is often referred to as the "Giant of Africa",
owing to its large population and economy. English is Nigeria's
second/target language, the language of official interactions among the
multiethnic, multi linguistic people with over 500 languages. Three of
these languages Hausa, Igbo and Yoruba have been chosen as possible
means by which a national language (lingua franca) might evolve.
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The Vice Chancellor Sir, I have titled this Inaugural Lecture like this for
two reasons:
One: it represents my inner passion for language and communication,
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bearing in mind the interrelatedness of Language, Language Education
and Language use (communication) and the nation's realization of its
dreams for sustainable development.

Two: the title is a retlection of the bits I have done in academia in
contributing to language concepts, language teaching, language learning,
enhancing communication in teaching and my heart for Nigeria's
sustainable development (SD) drive.

In its Report to the Rio+ 20 where new Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs) were set, the Federal Government of Nigeria (FGN) declares:

Like any developing nation, Nigeria faces some challenges in its
development stride and efforts to improve the quality of life of its
citizens. The critical economic issues concern the need tofoster
sustainable rapid economic growth that will cater for the needs
of its large popu/ation£M1d.theliJ.flperativefor-proper integration
of its domestic economy ih'1o;d1iNvorld economy in the face of
increasing globalization. The government also recognizes that
advancing democratic governance is key to the political stability
of the country. Overcoming the challenges of poverty, fighting
corruption, meeting the basic needs of the people, inadequate
and inefficient infrastructure and development of human
resources and capital for sustainable growth and equity are
critical social challenges that government is determined to
address. The government a/so recognizes the need to maintain
the sustainability of the country's environmentalresourcesfor
the benefit ofpresent andfuiure generatifll;ls (fON, 2012:) 7).

There is no contention about therole of~.an.•......ge and communication in
realising these lofty ideas and ideal~"Re ... ;. .,''has shown that language
is a tool of communication and there cal{lYe"tlbmeaningful development
without the development of cbmtfiunicatioI1::""whethe'f"as'verbal, visual
or some other art forms (Aderiiyi;&\a~l1b',i 2006; Mowarin & Tonukari
2010'Ob' h "'015) "·1,,,' r",'l·!·· ".,:, -.i,·',f,l; •,legY,¥-f:t. . . .' '.,;.' ,,,' 1< •• 1.1 ~.:.; ;.1; .. ,.•. , _.;,

Oneof the moll.tpowerfuhll.ngulll1j(brutsi~II;~uppoit~of(.SDperspective to
discourse on language and communication is the opportunity to harness

-'-~'~:f:~;"

the potentials of the poor or the less privileged. According to Panos
London, 2007), "Indeed, an increased power and ability to communicate
is what poor people wish for themselves as much as the more tangible
development benefits targeted by the MDGs. When the World Bank
asked 40,000 poor people in 1999 what they desired most, having 'a
voice' was one of the most frequent replies, second only to improved
income and basic necessities. Not being able to have a say in decisions
that affected their lives was identified as a key element of poverty in
itself' (Panos London, 2007, p.3). And the language by which the' poor
can have "a voice" is their indigenous language.

With about 70 per cent of Nigerians being reportedly poor (Kale? 2012), it
becomes obvious that Nigeria must pay serious attention to the realities
of language teaching and learning for improved communication among
its heterogeneous groups for the realization of the country's dream for
sustainable development. (Jibowo 1996,2007,2010).

Language
Education and
Communication

Fig I: The place of language, language education and communication in Nigeria's dreams for

sustainable development.

For the rest of this Lecture, I shall attempt a conceptualization of
language and examine the Language Policy in Nigeria with a view to
assessing the status of the implementation of the language aspect of the
National Policy on Education. In the course of the lecture, I shall also
e~~llpine some critical dimensions of teaching, learning and use of
English-as-a-Second Language (ESL) for communication that borders
on the question: "Which way Nigeria?" I shall equally look at some past
efforts at language development in Nigeria within the context of
developing a national language for national development, arising from



my main focus on language teaching, research and community
development over the years. In conclusion, I shall make some
recommendations for harvesting language, language education and
communication for sustainable development in Nigeria.

I
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2.0 Language as a concept
Language has been explained and defined in different but related ways.
For example, to Sapir E of the early 20th century, language is purely non-
instinctive method of communicating ideas, emotions and feelings by
means of voluntarily produced symbols. Adetugbo (1980) describes
language in terms of what makes human communication and interaction
possible. He also explains language as a complex system of human habits
by which sounds are used to convey the speaker's experiences. Language
is a chief means by which human beings organize their thoughts, ideas
and concepts. Okedara (1997) also emphasizes the point that language is
the means of human communication, relationships and interactions. She
notes that other animals communicate among themselves but not with
language as human beings do. In her words, "human language is well
developed, and vast in its range of choices of words to express different
abstract and concrete thoughts in the universe". Okedara (1999), and
Jibowo (1996, 2007, 2010) also note that language is a signaling system
that operates with symbolic vocal sounds used by a group of people to
communicate and for social cooperation. An addition to the contribution
on the concept of language is that from Collin's Cobuild Advanced
Learners' English Dictionary, New Edition (2006): "Language is a
system of communication which consists of a set of sounds and written
symbols which are used by the people of a particular country or region for
talking or writing". Still on language as a concept and communication
tool, Dairo (2015) adds that language is a mark of (cultural) identity and
personality, a means of socialization, communication and interaction.
The author also notes that language, from the linguistic point of view, is a
systematic body of arbitrary symbols used in the communication process.
Language is made of sounds and words which are structured into certain
patterns based on rules and principles.

,
In all of the contributions to the Concept of. Language above, certain
points are clear, namely:

.:. Language is human; it is pecul iar to human beings.

.:. It is a means of communication, meaningful interaction
among human beings .

•:. Language is a veritable means of development within a
human community; it is. culture related. It is one of the
defining features of our species. Languages are central in
giving us our identity and in defining and limiting the range
of people we talk to or engage with (Davidson 2014).
Language is an important means of expressing human
development be it scientific, technological or economic.

.:. Language is vehicle through which education goes and
objectives are achieved and sustainable development is
realized. Jibowo (2010).

The Vice Chancellor Sir, distinguished audience, I have discussed briefly
the concept of language and it has been shown that language is an
important vehicle through which. human beings express thoughts, ideas,
concepts, feelings, understanding and misunderstanding. It has been said
that you would appreciate most the importance of language when you
find yourself in an environment where no one understands your language
and you do not understand the people's language. One can imagine what
the situation will look like!

2.1 Language Education Policy in Nigeria.
In the real sense ofthe word, Nigeria is yet to have a determined language
policy. Rather, what she has are provisions formulated in the Constitution
and National Policy on Education. These are statements which scholars,
researchers, authors, teachers and other stakeholders in language
education have been researching, interpreting and discussing variously
with no distinctive common agreement up till now. I present here some of
these language provisions:

Paragraphs 55 and 97 of the 1999 Constitution of Federal Republic of
Nigeria state that:



The business ofthe National Assembly shall be conducted in English and
in Hausa, Igbo and Yoruba when adequate arrangements have been made
there for. The business of a House of Assembly shall be conducted in
English, but the House may in addition to English conduct the business in
one or more other languages that the House may by resolution approve.
National Policy on Education (2013) Section 1, paragraph 8 editions also
make similar statements presented as follows:

Government appreciates the importance of language
as a means of promoting social interaction and
national cohesion; and preserving cultures. Thus
every child shall learn the Language of the immediate
environment. Furthermore in the interest of national
unity, it is expedient that every child shall be required
to learn one of the three Nigerian languages, Hausa,
Igbo and Yoruba.

Government shall ensure that the medium of
instruction is principally the mother tongue or the
language of the immediate community. The medium
of instruction in the primary school shall be the
language of the environment for the first three years.
During this period, English shall be taught as a
subject. From the fourth year, English shall be
progressively used as a medium of instruction and the
language of immediate environment and French shall
be taught as subject. Junior Secondary School Core
Subjects (Languages) are English, French and
Language of immediate environment. (The language
of the immediate environment shall be taught as L 1
where it has orthography or literature. Where it
doesn't have, it shall be taught with emphasis on oracy
as L2.) Senior Secondary School Core Subjects
(Languages) are English language, a major Nigerian
language

IJ~
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The expectations (Dreams) of these official statements by implication,
are:

The Nigerian child would be taught in his/her Mother's Tongue
(Ll) or the language of immediate environment only for the first
three years of Primary (1-,3)School Education. i.e. (Monolingual)
He/she would be taught in both the L 1 and English language
which is Nigeria's Second/Target/official Language L2 in
Primaries 4,5 and 6(Bilingual)
At the Junior secondary 1 -3, the Nigerian child would be taught
in L 1,L2 + another Nigerian language i.e. (Trilingual)
At the secondary 1-3, the child would be taught English language
+ L I(Bilingual).• 0

r 6 year- Primary Education r Secondary education

Primary k 4-6 .. Js 1 -3
~

SS 1- 3
~ 4 years

1-3

L1 + L2
Monolingual Bilingual

Ll + L2 +Ll

Trilingual

u + L2

Bilingual
L2

Figure 2: Nigeria's Dreams of language education and communication In Schools.

The dream behind these, Mr. Vice Chancellor, distinguished audience, is
that at the end of the first-twelve-year-Primary and Secondary education,
the Nigerian child would have been vast in his or her native language,
another Nigerian language one of Hausa, Igbo or Yoruba and English
language; thus becoming trilingual Jibowo (2005), Awobuluyi, (2014).
How many of us here are?

2.2 Implementation of the language, language education aspect
of Nigeria's National Policy on Education.

The implementation of the language and language education in the
National Policy on Education (NPE) has gained stakeholders' attention
for decades. Bamgbose (1977), Banjo (1996), Ayodele (1988), Jibowo
(1996), Jibowo (2000) and Jibowo and Iteogu (2013) are examples. In
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the tielcl is ensuring that the L2 is taught, learnt and used appropriately
(communicarion). In doing this, I have discovered both by empirical
evidences and day-tu-day experience, that the indigenous language or
Mother tongue (L I) of the child has important role to play in not just
his/her educational development but also in his/her effective learning of
the L2 (Jibowo In~,19% 2000 and 20(2). Therefore, there is no way an
L::SL teacher, teacher trainer and scholar would not delve into the
interrelationship between the learner's L I and the L2. A' good
understanding of the L I is a good basis for the effective learning and
usage 01' the L2 and general communication skills (Jibowo, 1996 and
2000). The language, language education aspect of the N PE has not been
implemented at all. Rather, institutions, individuals, private and public
organizations have been handling language and communication, and
Language education as it is convenient or desirable to them. The
implementation has been haphazard, with no serious central control. The
entire Nigerian education is now on the concurrent legislative list.
Government is not in total control. The Federal, State and private- owned
schools implement the language aspect ofthe N PE as they deem fit.
In other words, the desire/expectations (dreams) are far apart from the
practice (realities).

Figure 3: Current Practice of language, language education and Communication in Nigeria.
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From the way language, language education and communicution i,,,
handled both in schools and socirry. one secs that 110tmuch of the dream,
is near realization, Yet research outcomes and experience (Jibowo Il)t)?\,
2002, 2008, 2012) a III 0111,', ut hers keep show: ng that any people a i111ing ill
sustainable development cannot afford to neglect the teaching, learning
and effecti ve use 0f the ir ind igcnous languages, One then wonders wha t
exactly is (are) the problcnus) with Nigeria! Why has it been so difficult
or impossible to implement correctly good intentions or dreams which
could lead this nation to achieving sustainable development'! why have
research outcomes in the field or language, language education and
communication not been accorded the necessary implementation and
appreciation? Why has Nigeria carried on as ir she has never had experts
who warned her of the consequences of the confused state or language
teaching and learning in our schools'! Why have wc carried 011 as if
English is the only language that matters in education in Nigeria'}
(Jibowo, 1996,2000,2002,20 I 0,2013, Dairo 20 15, Kolawolc 20 16),

2.3 'The Trouble With Nigeria'
It remains a wonder that Nigeria, so blessed with vast human and natural
resources, generaJ1y keeps remaining a third world country after fifty-six
years of political independence, In my view, much of the troubles with
Nigeria have to do with what Achebe (19X3) describes as:

Leadership: The trouble with Nigeria is simply and squarely a
failure of leadership, There is nothing, basically wrong with
Nigeria's character, There is nothing wrong with the Nigerian
land or climate or water or air or anything else, The Nigerian
problem is the unwillingness or inability of its leaders to rise to
the responsibility, to the challenge of personal example which is
the hallmark of leadership.
Tribalism: Achebe notes that nothing in Nigeria's political
history captures her problem of national integration more than the
conquered fortune of the word tribe in her vocabulary, Our
multiethnic and multi linguistic features are conceived and arc
being used negatively, rather than using them to showcase our
richness in language, culture ami values,

_------@=F"-= ..-=========

L,lsl' imagl' of nu rs cl vvv: ! 11(':II'lh'\l llP(cS rightly that one of till'
couuuoncst 111<11111\",,1;'11(\11",d 1111,knk\L'lopl1lent is a tendency
allHlllg the rill i11~'1..'1IlL'\ ,111.1Ilu: p," 'I'!\' IilL'y lead) to Iivc in a world
01' mukc I1L,IIC\L';111,11I111'I';III"lll'I," 1"'I'tatlllllS, Nigerians want
de\ elu\lll1elll but ;111.'not !1':ld\ I,) 1'\, ,1I,' and pursue the process
through \\ hich il ,';111hI..' :IILIIIIL'd ":" wonder we con tin lie to be
dumpi ng ground m.uk c: I','I bOIh III\~g' l\ Id and bad products from
abrond. even when such l'Plll,',,- 1"11111the nearby neighbouring
countricx But \\L' (';111Nigni;1 'till' L~i"lllllj'Af"rica'l
Lark or patriotism: In truth. \1 I' \\.l)llId all agree that lack of
patriotism IS a SL'liolls iSSlll,' \\'jtlt 11" :\..:ileIK notes that 'Nigerians
arc among the \\urld's 11]()"~UI1P;111!"tit: I)('t)pk', Wc arc yet to be a
people who truly love our couuuy people who care deeply about
the happiness and wellbeing ofthe .ountry and the people, We do
not cherish, celebrate or crnbi ;Il"~ (111r indigenous values, We
prefer everything 'abroad' ('\'\'11. \"lltT' there arc better alternatives
here,
lndiscipline: There is indisciplinc I1Ithe home, in the school, in
the public service, in the private «-cror, in govemment and in
lcgislative assemblies, 011 tlu, J'()(lds and in the air. People break
the law with impunity, There I~ indi..;cipline in the governments,
individuals, especially 31,pong the clik class; the privileged few
do not have respect for certain values if such do not agree with
their selfish ideas, Nigeria's language, language education
question and implemental ion is oCrelcvance here.
Corruption: In the words of Ache be, (and I agree) 'corruption
in Nigeria has passed the alarming and entered the fatal stage;
Nigeria will die if we keep pretending that she is slightly
indisposed', There is hardly any policy implcmentation in Nigeria
that is free lit' corruption; the: c is usually a discrepancy between
cost ofa public project amI its value.

To stand for truth and transparency ill Nigeria is like a crime to those who
thrive in corruption, We all know that it i:~a «-rious mess. On Nigeria's
problems of false image of oursclvc- (\1\(1 Illck of patriotism, Ayodele

I : ~ ========="'"



(1988), corroborated i':\; ;h·,'·.,' ( ! IH)(, and 2000) points out the fact thar
learning is easier \\Iil'; ., i.,,! r.: taught through the medium of his/her
L I. Jibowo (1996) fnlI1"i'lli : 11.lt the LI of the child is inseparable from
his/her; it is un Iikv !k"'. I', I! 1 d ii :ul: 11t hat can casi Iy be removed m done
away with. Aymk le.: i:, .'!",,\ ;)\.: ....t IIdies also came up among others with
the results that ;Id!!::,. ""': ;:I'.)ll!~l.;Ire advanced in the 1.2 still think
basically in their [ I. 1k~.!dc:·.. e-ven among those of us who arc advanced
in academic st ud ics st Ji I d I Cl 111 ill ou r f rst languages. Our sub-consc ious
thought processes (c.g. dllli!i!~danger) arc invariably in our L I. But many
Nigerians including the cti: •.:~,"lid those in high level social ladder of the
country who should know better pretend not to know and practise
different things. They no! only act foreign but discourage their young
ones from using and speak ing their native languages. Nigerians love and
cherish everything imported, including language. We seem to refuse to
realize that no matter how versed we may claim to be English language,
we will remain L2 users, never L I experts.

English is a compulsory subject for most examinations, local and
intcrnatiunal. failure in it at the School Certificate level means almost
failure in other subjects. No candidate can gain admission into any
tertiary Institution without at least a credit pass in it. Besides this, English
serves as Nigeria's gateway to the outside world. In view of the
circumstances prevailing in the country, Nigeria should spare no efforts
in keeping sharp the cutting edge of the instrument L2 she has now. She
should teach English so well, not haphazardly, such that it is always
intelligible when used as an international language by her citizens.

Nigeria as of now may not be able to do what Edward the second did in
England in 1862 when he made a native language the language of law
courts and schools in place of French. Or what India did by using English
language just for 15 years after her Independence in 1947. She should
teach the L2 along with her indigenous languages to her children such
that they can use both languages appropriately for effective
communication at different occasions in life (Tomori 1963, 1967,
Ayodele 1988, Jibowo 1988, 1996, Gbenedio 2008, Jibowo 2010 and
Jibowo and lteogu 2013).In addition to the problems highlighted above, Jibowo (2000) identifies

lack of acceptability, non-cooperation among the various ethnic groups
in Nigeria and lack of teaching personnel as hinderances to effective
implementation ofthe language aspect ofthe N P E. r n the face of all these
critical and unresolved problems, getting over the language question in
Nigeria, will in my opinion remain a wishful thinking.

The points being emphasized in these studies are: the ESL teacher's goal
in language teaching should be the production of genuine L2 users and
not fake native speakers; and L2 users do not have to sound as if they are
from Britain or from America ... students can become successful L2 users
rather than unsuccessful native speaker clones.or what Awoniyi (1993)
referred to as 'members oftwo cultures, citizens of none'. You cannot
be a native speaker (user) of a language other than the one with which you
were born and in which you grew up, and which by definition, is your
First language (L 1) or Mother Tongue (MT). The ESL teacher therefore
has among others, the goal of teaching the language in a way that learners
can learn the appropriate mechanical skills using the right teaching
methodologies. The ESL teacher in Nigeria unlike his or her counterparts
in LI environments has to teach in such a way that the learners have a
sound understanding of the distinctive peculiarities and features of their
L 1 and L2. English language is different in phonology, gramm-ar and
lexis. The sound system is different from that of any Nigerian language.

3.0 "Which way Nigeria"?
3.1 Continual teaching, learning and use of English as a second

language (ESL) (communication) in Nigeria;
That there is need to continue to teach, learn and use well the L2 in
Nigeria is not debatable. Nigeria's multiethnic and multilinguistic nature
(precisely 522 languages) (Lewis, Gary & Charles (eds) 2016)
necessarily gives room for that; and English has been adopted as the
language of official interactions among the various peoples of the nation.
Far back 1963, and 1967. Professor S. H. O. Tom()I'i in his unpublished
M. A. and Ph.D lhc~'I,:.;had fluted (and the situation is still the same today)
that:
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For example, there arc 24 consonants, 2] monorhongs and diphthongs
(vowel sounds) in English language as against the 19 consonants, I~
vowel sounds ill Yoruba. Certain sounds present in English language arc
non-ex istcnt in Yoruba language; and these ()ltcn ea use problems for Ihe
L2 learner. (J ibowo, 2002, 20(3).
These include sounds Iv! vice, view, very, five, etc.

/z/ zip, zeal, 700, lazy
/t,! I chair, church, choose, chancellor, change
/01 thin, things, something, the, this, that. e.t.c.
(Jibowo, 20 I 0)

3.2 Efforts at language develop men tin Nigeria
Adekunle (1978), Ajeigbe (1986), Eka (1988), and J ibowo (1996, 2000
and 2007) present discussions on various efforts made by language
experts at language development in Nigeria. Part of these have focused
the emergence of language and language education statements in the
NPE and the efforts of universities in conducting researches and
workshops in language and language education matters. Local language
developments e.g. Ibiobio, Efik, Nupe, Gwari, Kanuri, the famous Ife
Project and the Rivers readers Project. All these have been research
moves at developing the indigenous languages with a view that later on
Nigerian languages by and large would become useable in schools. There
was also the effort of the WAZOBIA programme in the seventies.
Through the television programme, Nigerians were taughtYoruba (WA),

Ilausa(70) ami Igho(BIA) languages with the aim of developing an
.uualgurn otrhc three languages into a true linguu-franca for the nation.
How far these ell()r\s have yielded the desired results (dreams) can be
e\aluated in tilL' present linguistic, social and political stall' of the
country. With so much c lfortx, it can still not be said that Nigeria is truly
Integrated and united by a language. Though not without some political
and economic undertones, the nation still witnesses sharp disagreements,
quarrels and war among the various ethnic and language groups. As many
ethnic groups there arc in the country, so is the number of languages and
many of these are mutually exclusive. Far back 1988, Oguntuase had
noted that the difference in languages was the root cause of our political,
social and economic instability. The writer also noted that the only
occasions where many Nigerian of various ethnic background share
common identity, views, brotherhood and spirit of oneness were more of
when they were sharing contract awards and some "national cake", kick-
backs and bribes. From the non-co-operative attitudes of the ethnic
groups, to lack of well developed literature in the various languages and
dialects, no serious political will on the part of our leaders, lack of enough
teaching personnel and materials in even the three out of the numerous
languages in the country. Nigeria at 56 years of independence, is far from
evolving her own national language like the Swahili in Kenya and East
African countries (Jibowo 2010). No nation truly achieves a sustainable
development by depending solely on other people's language. (Jibowo
2007)

English uses stress and intonation to indicate lexical contrast among
homonyms to differentiate nouns from verbs e.g. express/express but
Yoruba is a syllable - time language, e.g. bu-re-di, so-o-si, and so on. The
L2 teacher therefore has to teach the language in such a way that the L2
learner would not say:

* 1 am coming' when he or she means 'excuse me or just a
minute'

* they are calling you instead of'you are called'
* return it back, as opposed to 'return or take it back'
* come and carry your bag instead of come and take your bag

e.t.c. (Jibowo 2007,20 10)

I
4.0 Developing a national language for national development
The overriding issues in the quest for a national language in Nigeria are
the preservation of people's culture, national unity, national security and
national interests. Oguntuase (1988) notes that Nigeria has about 395 (as
at the time) different languages and that English has been our official
language for so long, a variety of English called Nigerian English (NE)
should be used. In my opinion, this is like postponing the evil days.
English is not and can never be.Nigerian, there is nothing Nigerian in
English. The author also argues and I agree, that English is a global
language and Nigeria cannot afford to be cutoff language wise. In his
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own contribution, Eka (1988) notes that when the numerous Nigerian
languages arc well developed to an appreciable degree, the nation sha 11be
in position to decide what language to choose. By implication, ELt is
suggesting that since the language question has not been resolved,
English can still be continued with. lie is of the view that much debate has
been on for long and none of them has been able to produce the dcsi red
results. Such debates have always put the cart before the horse. Policy
statements and their implementation have always been far apart. A proper
implementation strategy is therefore desirable for evolving a truly
national language that will enhance sustainable development in all
ramifications (Eka 1988, J ibowo 1996, 2007, 20 10). Developing a true
national language (Lingua franca) is necessary for achieving Nigeria's
dreams of sustainable development.

5.0 Conclusion
There is no gainsaying the fact any decision taken on the development of
a national language (now or later) is going to be a political one. Nigeria's
leaders must therefore be ready to face sharp reactions from the different
language groups that may be unhappy by whatever language decision
taken if the language question is to be resolved. They should use political
push to achieve this important goal in education reform otherwise,
Nigeria should stop "day-dreaming" on searching for a truly national
language. Nigeria is a multiethnic nation. Each of the ethnic groups is
with its own cultural and linguistic peculiarities which are jealously
guarded. No ethnic group would readily allow itself to be 'silenced' (as
people usually see it) language wise. The language issue, in my view, can
be resolved by proper planning and implementation of the language,
language education and curriculum statements and continual use of
English as our Target Language until a truly national language evolves.

Mr. Vice chancellor Sir, distinguished audience, 1 have learnt, read,
researched, observed and experienced the truth that no nation can grow
or develop beyond the quality of its overall education; and language
being a vehicle of achieving educational goals and objectives
becomes an important matter that cannot be neglected. In October
2013, the Language and Development Conference: "Looking beyond

I

2015" was held in Cape Town, South Africa. The Conference came up
with a lcucr addressed to African leaders. The letter is specifically
directed to those working to develop and implement international,
regional and national education and development policies and targets,
national political leaders including presidents and ministers, decision
makers in national, regional and local education systems, All those
responsible for communicating important information to the public,
owners and leaders of media channels, school leaders and teachers,
parents and community leaders.
I consider the conference outcomes and recommendations very
important and relevant to the thoughts of this inaugural lecture. I believe
that the words of our elders are the words of wisdom. The main points
made in the letter include: the vital issue oflanguage is often neglected in
official documents, choosing the wrong language can do more serious
damages to individuals, societies and states and using people's home
language in official contexts helps them to feel that their community and
culture is valued within the multilingual nation.

IJ~
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These look to me words of wisdom which if heeded would help in
realizing Nigeria's dreams for sustainable development. Nigeria as a
multilingual country should normally benefit from the message of this
letter. Most of my research works over the years have centred on
language, language teaching, language learning and effective use of
language (communication skills) e.g. Akindeinde (1987, Jibowo, 1990,
1997, 1998,20022003,2010,2012 and Jibowo and Iteogu 2013) have
reiterated the truth established by language experts, researchers and
scholars such as Okonkwo (1979), Oguntuase, (1988) Banjo. (1996), and
Okedara (1997):

Language is the key to the heart of a people
Ifwe lose the key, we lose the people,
Ifwe treasu\e the key, and keep it safe,
It wi II unlock the door to untold riches,
Riches which cannot be guessed at from
The other side of the door.
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In addition. Jibowo's, (20 I0) study of Bilingualism ill a Nigeria's l lousc
of Assembly: implications for sustainable Democracy took a survey look
at the languagcs used by tile Ogun State l louse ofAssembly (OCJlIA).
The study found out that in order tll reach till' hearts ofthe people within
the speech community, OCiIIA had SIIKC 2()O.l adopted the policy of
bilingualism in its deliberations and dissemination of necessary
information to the people of the state. It was discovered that the language
of deliberations in O(;IIA every Wednesday was Yoruba. Members
interact in the language. they dress ill the different outfits depicting the
language and culture of the S(;llc The descriptive analysis of the
responses generated through a questionnaire showed that the use of
Yoruba and English languages comributcd to the effective dissemination
of information among the people PI' the State. thereby confirming the
vital role of people's native language ill reaching the hearts.

Tahle I: Descriptive analysis of the stakehohkrs' views on English
truly becoming l\'igeria's I ,illgua Frallca.
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English is not and can never become Nigeria's true lingua franca as
Swahili is in East Africa. In the true sense of it, a lingua franca evolves
from within the linguistic groups in the given community. It is usually
acquired not learnt through formal school setting. English is only
Nigeria's Second or Target Language. The study conducted by Jibowo
(2007) on 'Can English truly become Nigeria's lingua franca?
Stakeholders' responses attestto this fact, The descriptive analysis of the
teachers, students parents and lecturers responses shown in Table I
reveals among others, that Engl ish cannot and need not become Nigeria's
lingua franca for linguistic and cultural reasons, English is foreign and
will ever remain so, English cannot adequately express the entire world
view of Nigerian people, for many Nigerians, English is just being
tolerated or imposed, and so on.
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5.1 RECOMME]\D;\TIO~S
The Vice Chancellor Sir, distinguished audience, education

generally is a huge investment and because its benefits are not tangible, it
is usually treated by governments in Nigeria with less vigour, necessary
determination. Yet it is the means by which national issues, goab and
objectives are expected to he resolved and achieved. Never has education
as a whole taken a topmost priority in Nigeria's annual budgets. The
language issue, a baby of National Policy on Education has to be well
addressed not minding the huge financial implications if the whole
education system is to be fully successful. To achieve proper integration,
reconciliation and sustainable development, Nigerian people and
government (at Federal, state, local and ward levels) should:

* Show more readiness and cooperation in evolving a true national
language for the nation thereby realizing her dreams. The twenty-
first century presents a lot challenges such that Cl country like
Nigeria should daze the world by evolving her own national
indigenous language. i.e. a true lingua-franca. Nigeria should
implement the language policy with vigour and continue the
teaching and learning of English as her second language. The lfc
Yoruba Education Project for instance, should be tested in other

language groupS in Nigeria.* For once put education first on their priority list for the next five
years (at least), pay more attention to primary and secondary
education so that the language policy and problems can be
effectively and nationally addressed. A situation whereby states,
institutions, private schools are free to implement the education
policy as they deem fit does not give room for achieving the
nation's objectives and goals.

Language imperialism cannot help us to truly develop. No serious
technological, and scientific breakthrough indigenous to us can survive ir
we do not evolve our own language. Preferring the L2 to the neglect or
our indigenous languages will continue to produce Nigerians described
as 'members of two cultures, citizens of none' (Awoniyi 1973, Jibowo
1996 and 2000). Parents should teach and encourage their children tu

speak their indigenous languages. They should bear in mind that the
child's native language is natural and inborn. It is not like a school
uniform that can be put offat will. The proper understanding of one's Ll
is a good foundation for learning well the L2 (J ibowo 1996,2000)
Simply put, Mr. Vice Chancellor Sir, ladies and gentlemen, what [ have

been saying in this lecture is:
English language is desirable for our international
relevance. Nigeria should continue to teach, use it
effectively, and develop vigorously its own major
indigenous languages: Hausa, Igbo and Yoruba,
notwithstanding the political, economic and social cost.
Depending solely on other people's language cannot
help our dreams of achieving sustainable development.
English is not and can never be Nigerian. It will only•remain an L2. Nigerian English (NE) or Pidgin English
(PE) is not the way out. Developing our indigenous
languages will help our sustainable and meaningful
development.
Parents most especially the elites, should encourage
their children to learn and use effectively their Mother
Tongues. No Nigerian child, youth or adult should be
ashamed to speak his/her Mother Tongue. Indigenous
languages are not vernaculars. No language is
inherently inferior or superior to the others. It is all
about our attitudes and dispositions.
WAZOBIA should not only be revisited it should be
vigorously pursued and made to succeed.

a.

b.

c.

d.
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Educational Institutions (CEPRO) family, under Bra. Gbemi
Akinbande. The Discipleship Class under Bro JareAdedibu, BroA.
1.Adesegun, and Bro YomiAfosi is also appreciated.

Finally, Mr. Vice Chancellor, I have gone to the east and the west
and found it true that home is the best. To the man with whom I have
been married for twenty-seven years now and is my husband, Mr.
Olawale Timothy Jibowo, I say thank you so great. May the
Almighty God keep us to the end in Jesus Name; Amen. And to the
Gifts of God to our marriage: EriOluwa Oluwalolope,
Mofiyinf'Oluwa Oluwarotimi and MosimileOluwa Mosope
Jibowo, with whom I have waded through the storms and rigours of
my academic sojourn, thank you and Congratulations to us.
Omolaso Adenaike (now Olugbesan), Olubukunola Oluyemi (now
Olusola) took good care of the house and our children whilst I was
on academic sojourns. Thank you. God enlarge your territories in
Jesus Name. Amen.

I appreciate all the Akhimiens represented by David here present.
Thank God for what you are ana what you mean to us.

Mr. Vice Chancellor Sir, distinguished audience, I thank God for
myself; 1congratulate myself and thank you all for honouring me.
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